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ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

Mrs. Robert Jordan and three children
of Biddeford are visiting Mrs. Jordan’s
AFFAIRS IN
people for a short time.
Clark homestead has be.enrented
KENNEBUNK toThe
the new principal of the High School

Of One Mind

Several from here attended the Cor
Some of the Little Storie& that the
nish Fair last week. Friday was Gov
Enterprise Has Heard

Special Town Meeting
Held Monday Eve’g
Voted to Raise
$8,500 for.
Kennebunk Mill

ernors Day.

Repair are being done on the Baptist > Born August 10th, to Mr. and MrsRobert B. Bates of Wells Beach, a
Parsonage.
-S*^*
daughter, Ruth Wheelwright Bates.
Miss Grace Haley is stopping at
Mrs. Maud Elkins of Farmington is at
Beachwood.
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bryant Libby and son have re Albra Littlefield for a few days.
turned from Bridgton.
The illumination and bonfire at York
Lawrence Burke was at Beachwood Beach last Saturday evening attracted
Sunday with his parents.
crowds of people a number of local peo
Mrs. John Ricker is seriously ill at ple taking in the same.
her home on Brown street.
There will be a meeting in the hall
Col. C. R. Littlefield has done some Friday at 10 a. m. to draw Jurors for
the Supreme Court which opens the
fixing up about his premises.
1st Tuesday in September at Alfred.
A nujnber of Kennebunk boys camped
The regular services of the Baptist
at Kennebunk pond last weezk.
church will be resumed on September
Charles Cook, who has been visiting
5lh, the pastor; Rev. F. Cann occupying
relatives iu Mass, has returned home.
the pulpit both morning and evening.
Mrs. F. A. Dresser is entertainii g her
Several youths who find amusement
sister, Miss Harriet French' of Somers
insetting down the auto numbers as
worth.
they pass through town claim that
'Miss Eliza Burke and Miss Carrie about 200 went through here Tuesday.
Burke aie entertaining friends from
, The Rev. D. M. Kuceiand, 1). D., of
New York.
i
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Fairfield have for Boston, Mass., will speak in the Baptist
their guest Geoige Millward of l^ort- church, next Sunday morning, August
20lh’ in the interests of the Sabbath
land.
Protective League of America.
Miss Abbie Ross who has been the
guest of her sister at Beechwood has
The beautiful rustic chapel at For
returned home.
tunes .Rocks, St.<Phillips-by-the-Sea,
FOR SALE Piano ifi good condition was consecrated Tuesday of this week
Address or call at ENTERPRISE Office the Rf. Rev. Robert Codman, D. D.
Bishop of tlie Episcopal church of
Kennebunk, Maine.
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. LaBeau have moved to
4
the house on Centennial Hill recently
Next Tuesday August 31, Kate Doug
occupied by Fred Yorke.
lass Wiggin will giwe her annual au
Miss Marie Boothby of Portland was thors reading at Buxton Lower Corner.
the guest of Miss Augusta and Miss Miss Alice Cobb and Miss Evelyn Fogg
will 'assist. A number of our local peo
Annie Lord last Sunday.
ple
attend. .
Mrs. Susan Morrill of North Berwick,

Mark Dickey was organist in the Con
gregational church here Sunday in the
absence of the regular organist. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George Gooch and fam
Grace Haley. Mr. Dickey is organist
ily have moved to Manchester, N. H.,
of the First Congregational church of
where they will in the future reside.
Dover, N. H.
Ji hn Nadeau and son are building a
Mr. Samuel Clark of this village at
house for William Maling on the site
formerly owned by ftafus Waterhouse tended the auction sale at Ocean View
Park, Ogunquit, Tuesday. There was
The second annual picnic of Wawa
a good crowd present, a number of lots
Tribe, I. O. R. M., will be held at
were sold, and a free clam bake was
Drake’s Island. Saturday, September
served to all.
Uth.
Several members from Ivy Temple,
Mrs. Augusta Dresser entertained as
P. S. went to Sanford last Friday morn
week-end. guests her daughter Mrs.
ing to attend the funeral services of
Pray of Auburn. Mr. Pray accompanied
Mrs. George Wentworth, a former resi
his wife.i
dent of this town and a member of the
Robert Cole of Worcester, Mass., is local order.
at thq home of his parents, Mr. and
Fourteen arrests were made in San
Mrs. C. H. Cole where he will spend his ford Sunday, eight of the number were
vacation.
foumd guilty and placed under $500
bbndstokeep
the peace. The remain
Rev. Myron P. pickey had as Sunday,
guests his brother, Prof. George A. ing six had not been arraigned at this
Dickey and daughter Margaret, of writing.
Manchester, N. H.
The second reunion of the Daniel
Goodwin
Association, the members of
Master James Ross spent Sunday here
but returned to Beechwood the first of which are descendants of Daniel Good
the week to remain with his uucle un win, who settled at Kittery in 1542, will
be at Quamphegan Park, South Ber
til school begins.
wick tomorrows
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Goodnow who are
Owing to the large amount of trade
at Kennebunk Beach entertained Mr.
and Mrs. George A. Gilpatric and that Mrs. Frank W. Dayis has had in
the past from the town of North Ber
daughter Frances last Saturday.
wick, she will open a branch millinery
Mr. and Mrs. J. W.\ Lord entertained store in that place the coming ‘season,
>zMr. and Mrs. Gould and daughter of with Miss Alta Burgess of this town as
Somerville as day guests last week. The trimmer.;
Goulds are stopping at Beechwood.
Reliable authority informs us that
A large crowd from here attended the the schools in the village will begin
canoe races at Picnic Rocks last Satur- Monday, September 13th and not Tues
doy afternoon. It was an ideal day.and day September 7th as some haye sup
everyone seemed to enjoy the recrea posed. This is good news to the child
tion.
ren and also to their parents who have
not yet finished their vacation.
Mrs. Carrie Dane entertained her
At the masquerade ball given at the
nephew, Harry Storer of Everett, Mass.,
several days last week. Mrs. Margaret Arundel casino, Kennebunkport, Fri
Storer, has been with her sister Mrs. day night of last week the electrical
decorations were the most elaborate
Dane, for severa1 weeks.
ever seee there. They consisted of
Last Wednesday night at the home of about 150 electric lights arranged in
het nephew, Mr. C. W. Hammond, oc festoons across the hall.
curred tne death of Miss Elvira Ham
Mr. Neal C. Harden, who liWS been
mond at the age of 75 years
The
employed in several of the larger cities
funeral services were held Friday.
and thus acquired a thorough under
Mrs. George Moore returned to Au
standing of electrical wiring announces
burn last Sunday after a weeks visit
that from now on he will have a Sup
with relatives in town. Mr. Moore
ply of electrical goods on hand at bis
came Saturday and accompanied her
home on Fletcher street and is also pre
home.
pared to do house wiring.
Mr.*and Mrs. W. P. Hughes are in
A party from the Methodist church
town for a week’s stay having a room
of
this village are occupying the Good
with Mrs. E. F. Chesley and meals at
Fleetwood Inn. They will return to wins Mills cottage on Pine Avenue, Old
.Orchard, during the holiness meetings.
Salem
* , about Sept.
x 1st.
Among those in the party are Rev. F.
Mr. Edw. Kelty of Arlington. Mass., C. Norcross, Mrs. Norcross, and their
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Patter son Phillip, Miss Lucy Larrabee, Mrs.
sou, found Mr. G. W. Larrabee’s pocket C. H. Clark, Mrs. Elizabeth Gaddas,
book on the cars coming from the car- Mrs. A. T. Jellison, Miss Elsie M.
nival_and returned it to him.
Knight and Howard C. Wakefield.

has been the guest of her nephew, F
W. Davis, tor the past week.

West Kennebunk
i ——;—
F. J. Whicher and family and E. W.
Cousens took atrip to the Isle of Shoals
last Saturday.
News was received last Saturday
night of the death of Eugene L. Love
joy of Reading. Mr. Lovejoy is well
known in this locality. His cousins,
Joshua Clark and Fred Jones went to
Reading Monday to attend the funeral.

Mr. William H. Griggs and mother of
Boston who were guests at Elmcroft
Farm last week returned to their home
Monday. Mr, Griggs is a prominent
singer, having taken the principal part
in the Shepherd King and is now with
A very large crowd attended the I he lien Hur Company.
special town meeting held in the town
Mrs. Zera Jones and her guest Mrs.
hall last Monday evening, the same be Almira Perkins, of Eaton,>N. H/, were
ing called for the purpose of raising guests of Mrs. Pamelia Clark yesterday,

more money, more funds boing found
necessary to build the plant talked of
and equip the same.
John Collins Emmons was elected
moderator. Frank W. Bonser, chair
man of the electric light co'mmission,
stated that it was necessary to raise
$8,500 nore. Without a word of protest
or dissenting vote the money was
raised.

Slumbers Disturbed
Residents of Winter Street and
Officer Jones have lively
Time

A man who was evidently insane,
caused a great commotion \pn Winter
street this morning between 3 and 4 a.
m. Officer Jones was summoned to
the scene and succeeded in getting the
man away btefore he did any damage.

Mrs. Archie Clark is much improved
in health.
Mrs. Harvey spent last wt_,k at Old
Orclrard.
Supper at the church vestry tomor
row evening. Admission 15 cents.

Mrs. Daisy Knight and Mis. Leonard
took a trip to York Beach Monday.
Eleazer Clark had the misfortune to
cut his ankie with an axe last week but
is doing very nicely.
Mrs. E. I. Littlefield and son Trumar.
and Mrs. D. H. Thing and Miss Mae
Adjutant have taken the White Moun
tain excursion today.

Mis. Chester Littlefield who has been
visiting here a number of weeks returns
to her home tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Geoige Robinson, Mr.
,aud Mrs. Alonko Patterson and Fred
Patterson from here and Mr. and Mrs
Charles Whidden of Kennebunk, spent
the'day last Sunday at Drake’s Island.

Mrs. Addie Stevens is in Lynn lor a'
few weeks.

Died, in Lyman, August 23, Mrs.
Elida Stephen Murphy Fletcher, wife of
TO EXTEND SERVICE Janies Wesley Fletcher of West Kenne
bunk. Funeral services were held this
Mousam Company To Lay 4,000 Wednesday afternoon from the Metho
dist church in this village.
Feet of Pipe.

The Mousam Water Co., which fur
nishes the water supply for this village
Kennebunkport, and Cape Porpoise
has made a contract to extend the sys
tem to Cape Arundel.
About 4,000 feet of eight inch pipe
will be laid and nine hydrants located,
A contract has been made with the
Portland company for increasing the
height of the standpipe in this villlage.
Its capacity will be enlarged to 650,000
gallons and the pressure thereby greatly
increased. The work will be done at
once.

Hearing in Portland
Before Judge Bird of the Supreme

Court Today

Today, before Judge Bird of the
^Supreme Court was held the ar
gument for and against the in
junction served on the three Se
lectmen, Tax Collector and Town
Treasurer.
The parties summoned were all
therè and were represented by
Judge Symonds'and Messrs. Snow,
Cook and Hutchinson, while John
Collins Emmons,, E. I. Littlefield
and Don Chamberlin, three of the
complaintants, represented by G.
F. Haley of Biddeford were also
present.
»
The evidence was concluded to
day and the arguments go in to
morrow- The result will be
watched with interest by all.

Local Notes 3
Miss Maybel Shapleigh of Boston, was
the guest of her cousin- Lottie Stevens
Wednesday.

Mrs, Herbert Midgly arid daughter
Grace of Worcester spent the week end
with their Grandmother Mrs. Betsy
Stevens. Brown St.

Mrs. Newell Batten and two children
and Mother of Milford, Mass., spent the
week with her brother Mr. William
Wilson.
Herbert E. Bourne was iu Portland
today and attended the hearing.

To Be Successful^You
Must Advertise

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

SIEGEL’S STORE
31 Market Street

Telephone 397

Free Alterations.

We Still have a large stock of Suits,
Coats, Skirts, Dresses, and Waists*
and have made fin ther-reductions on them
as we are determined not to carry any stock
over,

/ Come as soon as you can as
they will Be Sold out quickly at
these prices.
-------------------------------------------------- i--------R"We Pay Car Fares for Purchasers of
$ 1 0,00 or Over.

Siegel’s Store, 31 Market St.
Portsmouth, IN. H.

A HEART TO HEART TALK ABOUT THE MAXWELL
It has been the Maxwell ambition to build the best moderate priced
car. Best in material workmanship and.durability, no other car than
the Maxwell incorporates in a single design, the principles of three
point Suspension, Unit Construction, Multiple Disc Clutch, Ther
mosyphon cooling Straight Line Shaft Drive, Magneto Equipped,
The 30 H. P. 4 Cylinder Touring Car or Roadster, a speedy powerful
car at $1750. The 20 H. P. 2 Cylinder Touring Car, fully equipped,
the Standard 2 Cylinder of America at $1450. and the Runabout which
cannot be approached for reliability and performance.
The Maxwell Revelation 1910 is out, the new 25 H. P. 4 Cylinder
Magneto Ignition, with all the superior points of construction of the
Maxwells One can have any body desired.
Dependability the most desirable feature a motor car can possess is the

fl AX WELL flOTTO

Archie Littlefield

Kennebunk, Me.

Repairing and Sundries

The Oldest Man in Town
Mr. Joseph D. Tripp Receives the
BostonPost Cane.
Tuesday evening at the residence of
Joseph D. Tripp at West Kennebunk
there was a gathering of some forty
neighbors and friends to witness the
presentation of the Boston Post gold
headed cane sent here to be given to
the oldest man in town. Mr. Tripp Will
be 88 ÿears of age next February and
proved upon careful investigation to be
entitled to the honor of receiving it.
Asa A. Richardson, Esq., presented the
cane with appropriate remarks in which
he gave the history of the cane and re
ferred to Mr. Tripps long and honorable
life. Mr. Tripp responded briefly but
feelingly and expressed the pleasure it
gave him to greet his many friends on
this occasion.
Congratulatory remarks were made
by Messrs. John Wakefield, Stéphen
Allen, Thomas Goodwin, Col. C. R.
Littlefield, U. A. Caine, C. K. Little
field. A. M, Littlefield, Abel Knights,
John Collins Emmons and others, Mrs.
L. W. Nash rendering a reading
which was highly appreciated, after
which refreshments were served and a
half hour spent in social intercourse.
Mr. Tripl> in spite of his advanced age
is still hale and hearty^and with mem
ory unimpaired. During the evening
several boxes of cigars were presented
by friends one of which bore the signi
ficant inscription ‘‘to Joe Tripp the
youngest old man in town.”
TliB cane Itself is of ebony with a
massive gold head suitably engraved.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
and ROUSE WIRING

If yon want your house
wired, or anything in
the electrical line call on
N. C. HARDEN,

FLETCHER STREET,
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Praise God from Whom all Blessings
Flow.
O God Beneath Thy Guiding Hand.'
Sun of My Soul, Thou Savior Dear.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Walter DeinIn the Cross of Christ I Glory.
stadt, a daughter.
Jesus Lover of My Soul.
Fairest Lord Jesus Ruler of Nature.
Edward A. Nunan of Boston is spend*
From Greenland’s Icy Mountains.
ing a week’s vocation at his old home
Am I a Soldier of the Cross,
Blest Be the Tie That Binds.
here.
When I Survey the Wondrous Cross.
Mrs. Charles Penny, and Mrs. James
Tarbox of Lynn, Mass., are visiting
thoir brother, Asa F. Ridlon.

Cape Porpoise

Mr. George Hodgdon, one of the
Hodgdon Brothers, Boat-builders, of
East Boothbay, was at the home of
Captain Frank A. Nunan on Tuesday
of this week.

We Want

Mrs. Amanda Cleaves of Saco is visit
ing Mrs. Lamont Sinnett.

to do

The Rev. Mr. Chebot, a Presbyterian
minister among the summer guests,
gave a very interesting discourse at the
church Sunday morning.

Sudden-Death

Mrs. Thpmas Russell of Boston is at
the home of Mrs. W. H. Pinkham.

Robert Reid of Ottawa, of the trans
continental railway commissioners of
Canada, died suddenly Sunday morning
at the Sparhawk hotel in Ogunquit,
where he was stopping with his family.
Mr. Reid was attacked with illness
late Saturday evening. Mr. Reid be
came un'eonisous for a time, but was
partially revived later in th« morning
only to sink into another period of
unconsciousness which ended in his
death just before 6 o’clock.
The body. was removed to the rooms
of undertaker Lucas of this village, and
awaited the coming of a special car.
His son arrived Sunday night tb take
charge of his body and accompany the
family to London, Ont., where the
burial will take place.

The daily mail to and from Beach
wood which has hitherto gone by the
way of Biddeford, was changed last
Saturday, and now goes to and from
the Cape Porpoise office. A special
mail carrier, Mr. Al, Smith, clad in the
police uniform, has charge of the mail
over this route.

The “Story of Twenty Familiar
Hymns” illustrated, and told by Mr,
Miles M. Shand of Washington, D. C.,
was concluded at the church Sunday
evening. The church was filled and
Mr. Shand’s efforts were rewarded by a
very appreciative audience. The pro
ceeds of both evenings, through the
kindness of Mr. Shand are given for the
benefit of the churchT The following
are the ten hymns:
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Odds and Ends
The reunion of the 15th Maine regi
ment will be held at Kineo, Moosehead
lake, on September 14, 15 and 16.

A sunfish weighing between four and
five hundred pounds, was a trophy of
the deep that attracted much attention
at Biddeford Pool Sunday.
The Twenty-first .Maine Regimental
Association will meet in reunion at
Grand Army Hall, Bath, Me., on Friday
September 10th, at 10 o’clock, a. m.
To Maine belongs thq, distinction 0
having the largest subordinate grange
in the country, Houlton grange has a
membership of 1017 at present. The
second largest is Wolcott grange in
western New York with a membership
of over 900.
White huckleberries are the latest.
Raising the berries is not an unusual
occupation for the average farmer but
few of them ever had the experience of
raising that berry in the white form.
This distinction belongs to E. C. Le
banon of Eastern Massachusetts. He
has a huckleberry patch of only a quar
ter of an acre but they are all of the
white variety. He does not know the
reason for this phenomenon, as he has
never taken any pains to raise this class
and has never seen any before.
With Rev. R. N. Pringle and Ed. H.
Emery of the Civic league as guides,
Deputy Sheriffs Moses A. Goodwin of
Eliot and Fred J. Whicher of West Ken
nebunk went to Appledore island,
which is in York county and one of the
Isles of Shoals, Thursday, and raided
the Appledore House. A barrel of beer
and a few cases of wet goods were
found on the premises and the bar ten
der was taken into custody and was ai=
raigned before Trial Justice Haley of
this village and was fined $100 and
costs.
York county Pomona grange will
hold its field day at Old Falls Thurs
day of this week. Among the speakers
will be, State Master C. S. Stetson, Past
Secretary of the National Grange Mor
timer Whitehead, State Dairy Instruc
tor Leon A. Merrill, Chaplain of the
State Grange J. H. Little, Judge George
W. Hanson, Field Secretary of the Civic
League Ed. H. Emery and others. A
program of music and recitations will
also be present and an orchestra from
Lebanon will furnish music during the
day.

Maine Fair Dates Season
of 1909
Aug. 24, 25, 26, 27—Eastern Maine fair,
Bangor.
Aug. 31, Sept. I, 2, *3—Central Maine
fair, Waterville.
Aug. 24, 25—Androscoggin County fair,
Livermore Falls.
Sept. 6, 7, 8, 9—Maine State fair, Lew
iston.
Sept. 14, 15, 16—Cumberland County
Gorham.
Sept. 14, 15,16—Oxford County, South
Paris.
Sept. 22,23—Cumberland Farmers’club,
West Cumberland.
Sept. 28 — Richmond Farmers’ club
Richmond.
Sept. 28, 29, 30—West Oxford, Fryeburg.
Sept. 28-29—New Gloucester and Dan
ville Agricultural society.
Oct. 6, 7—Freeport, Freeport.
Oct. 12, 13, 14—Sagadahoc county,
Topsham.
Nov. 9, 10, 11—Maine State Pomological, Norway.
Dec,—Maine State Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, Portland.
Dec. 28,-29 — Freeport Poultry Show
Freeport.

EHHHH
All kinds of Pastry, Hot
Rolls, Buns, etc .■. .*.
DELIVERED DAILY

We now have on hand a
stock of finished Granite
Monuments from which to
select, and shall carry a stock
from this on; making it a
specialty.
We also keep a large as
sortment of finished Marble
Tablets and Monuments.

245-51Main St., Biddeford
SWEET SCENTED PILLOWS.
How to Prepare the Stuffing and Se
lect the Covers.

In order to make sweet scented pil
lows first of all the pillow stuffing
must be well dried. Lay the leaves or
flowers in an airy shaded room and
toss them about gently every day, that
they shall not collect moisture and
mold. When they are quite dry you
are ready to stuff the pillow. Take
enough raw cotton to fill one-half of
the pillow, tearfit in small pieces and
lay it in a big pan and dry it out well
in the oven. This makes a fluffy fill
ing. Now mix the cotton with the
dried flowers and leaves, fill up the
cushion of ticking and sew it firmly.
It is ready for the outer covering.
Of course, if you prefer it, you may
make a pillow of hops or rose leaves or
lavender alone, but it will not be so
comfortable as the pillow that is part
ly baked cotton, and, since you want
to put your head on it, why not make
it comfortable? Hops must be used by
themselves, and so must lavender. But
one may make truly delicious blends
by mixing dried lemon verbena, rose
geranium, rose petals and clove pinks.
Choose your rose petals from the old
fashioned flat double pink roses; they
are the sweetest sort.
Pine pillows have a refreshing wood
sy perfume, and fern leaves dried have
a delightful mysterious odor that
makes one remember the belief of
childhood that one could put fern seed
in one’s eyes and ever afterward
would be able to see fairies. Clover
makes sweet pillows, too, redolent of
new mown hay. The common pink
elover makes the sweetest sort, though
white clover may be used.
As for the covers, choose something
distinctive and individual. A little pil
low of rose leaves and. lemon verbena,
covered with rose colored linen with
a little rosebud stenciled on it, is most
unusual and charming.
For a hop pillow choose a linen cover
of dull green and embroider your mon
ogram in mercerized cotton exactly
the same tone in one corner.
The cover for a pine pillow might
well be of rough tan crash or linen
with a stenciled pattern of green and
brown on it, or else with a smart
monogram—block letters—embroidered
in brown in one corner.
Fern leaf pillows should be covered
with creamy linen, rather heavy in
quality, with green fern leaves em
broidered or stenciled upon it. Make
the cover in the form of two squares,
considerably larger than the pillow,
and work long buttonholed eyelets
through both, lacing them together
over the pillow with a ribbon of dull
green. At the corner where the rib
bon ties slip two or three big green
beads on loops and ends.
To cover pillows a cover of the pop
ular Russian crash in cool gray wouftl
be appropriate, and if it is stenciled
lightly with butterflies or dragon flies
it will add to Its daintiness, or it
might be embroidered in small, flat
squares in rose colored cotton.
The flower perfumed pillows will be
found useful for the afternoon on
lounges in the hammock. M
Slip them
under your head, and they will per
fume your hair with just a touch of
delicate fragrance.
If you are troubled with insomnia
try the hop or the pine pillow—they
will help you to sleep if nothing else
will.

Marked
Down

298 Main.St., Biddeford, Me.
Near Cor. Elm and Main St.

To Close Out
Hammocks
$1.00 ones,
$2.00 ones,

L. H. VERRILL & CO
75c
$1.25

Window Screens
30c, 18x33 in. size,

2OC

40c, 24x33 in. size.

Porch Screens
$i.oo 6x8 ft.,

$1.25 8x8 ft,,

75 c
$1.00

$1.50 10x8 ft.,

$1.15

Sale of Petticoats
For one week we shall sell all $1.00.
$1.2.5 and $l,50 Black Sateen and Heath
erbloom Petticoats for

Hardwood Clothes
Pins

Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
1.30 a. m. Bible School.
6.15 p. m. Young People’s Meeting
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
Monday: 7.30 p. m., 1 oung People’s.Meeting
Wednesday ?7.30 p. m. Praise and . Prayer
Meeting.
Covenant Meeting last Friday evening
month.
Unitarian Church. Main street.
Sunday. 10.30 a. tn. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday School
7.00 p.m.

i cent a dozen

l-.v euii.ji sei , ice.

Sunday : 10.30 a. in. Preaching Service.
12.00 hl Sunday School.
6.00 p. m. Young PeopTes’ Endeavo

7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
e-lnesday 4.00 p. m. Junior Endeavor
7.30 p.m. Prater Meeting.
Methodist 1:pt«copal Church
Portland street
rbv. f. c. norcross, pastor;
Sunday Services: Preaching at 2 p. m.
Sunday School: 3:15 p.m.
Praise and Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
a

T. L. EVANS & CO
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2,
FROM
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TICKETS GOOD ON REGULAR TRAINS

A Delightful Sight-Seeing Sail

On Steamer Mt. Washington.
There is no other spot in this vast
vacation region that has more to com
mend it to the One Day Vacationist
than this beautiful lake ** In the Foothills of the White Mountains.9*,

One of the Best Outings of the Season
DON’T MISS IT!

Boston
Maine

REV; F. C. NORCROSS

■•uiiday: 10.30 a. im Preaching Service.
11.45 a. in. Sunday Schools
Catholic Church. Storer Street
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.

Services every First Sunday at~?T.3O a. madvent Christian Church
Kennebunk Lower Village
'Services every Sunday—
12.45 p^m. 'Sunday School,
2.15 & 7.00 p. m. Preaching Services

FIRE ALARMS

•Recognizing the rights of the purchaser to an examina
tipn of the goods and a test of their quality before paymen
required, we have, for twenty-five years refused to accept
payment in advance. Full satisfaction or no payment.
Send for catalog.

F, L. Shaw, Pres.

Opera House Building

Alaska-Y ukon=
Pacific Exposition J. H. GOODWIN

Tickets good going June 15th, to

Week Night Services
Epworth League Devotional Service Mondaj
7:30
Church Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30
Class Meeting, Friday, 7:30
Strangers and those Twh° .have no churct
home are cordially invited o any or all of th
services.
Christian Scientist.
Room 8, Ross Block, Maiii Street.
Suntlay Services at 10.30. a, m.
subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
Mary Baker Eddy.
Reading Room open Saturday from 2.30 to 4,3(
p. m.
Wednesday Evening, estimony Meeting, 7.45
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.

™ Railroad

Portland, Augusta, Bangor

TRUNIU ^

Will show just what you
have been looking for in
new Spring Suits at $8.00
the kind others are selling
for $16.00 Also Spring
Millinery at one half price
Boots and Shoes at your
own price:.

To clean a light wool skirt take one September 29th, 1909.
to all parts of the towm
pail of warm soft water. To" this add
one pint of gasoline and one-quarter
Return Final Limit, October 31st,
Ask for a window, card
bar of naphtha soap (dissolved). Put 1909.
the skirt to be washed into this and
For further particulars, time ta< AUCTIONS Conducted anywhere
wash carefully. Rinse in water the
same temperature as water used in bles, etc., apply to
in the County.
Tel. Conn.
washing the skirt. This is an excel
lent method and never fails to make
ALFRED BONNEAU AGENT.
209 Main St.,
Bidd ord, Main
Main St,
Kennebunk, Me the skirt look like new.
Lice used Auctioneer
ICity Square, Journal Bldge Ph one ’
Place boards here and there among
the'potato vines and on them lay slices
of raw potatoes. The bu-’s will go

T wo blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school -in
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
and Primary Schools.
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
one session, or no .school in the afternoon.
Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m. it will
mean either one session in the schools —or no
school in the aftemoonOne session will mean that school, will keep
until 1 o’clcok— except in the primary grades
and they left to the judgment of the teachers

Congregational Church —Dane Street

How to Make Bib Aprons.

How to Destroy Potato Bugs.

School Signals

(REV. F. L. CANN, pastor

75c

An excellent way of making chlldren’s bib aprons is by using the reg
ular yoke pattern, cutting the back GRAND
s
deep enough so that a narrow piece
of the goods comes under the arm.
Instead of the same depth yoke in
front, cut the material as long as the
child’s dress, rounding the goods at
the side if you prefer. Join the. back
yoke to the front piece; cut the sleeves
and sew in; face the yoke, neck and
sides with bias strips of the material.
Two buttons will be sufficient for the SEATTLE, WASH., JUNE 1st TO
back. When finished you will have a
OCT. 16th, 1909.
bib that not only entirely covers the
front of thé child’s dress, but also pro
COI OC Round TriP Fare coi
tects the sleeves.
<?/!•/J From Portland
How to Clean a Light Wool Skirt.

Pythian Sisterhood : Meetings held every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldthe
first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’ Hall.
York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets on or before the
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon. St. Amand Com
mandery meets second Thursday ea.ch month.
Salus Lodge, No. 156, I.O. G. T.: Meets
every Tuesday evening in their hall on Main
street.
Wawa Tribe, No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
every Wednesday evening.
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
every Friday evening in K. of P. Hall, Main
Street.
Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
day evening at 7.30 o’clock:
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
second and fourth Tuesday of the month at
Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m.
Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets,
every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
7.45 p. m.

Baptist Church. MaihlStreet.

Curtain Stretchers
98c ones,

W. R. CORPS: Meetings every other Thurs'
day evening in G. A. R. Hall.

CHURCH SERVICES

The Corset Store, 223 Main Street, Biddeford

How to Preserve Eggs.

When eggs are only required to be
preserved for two or three months
they keep very well packed in dry salt
or bran. The meat of the egg may
shrink and rattle within the shell
when shaken, but its edibility is not
impaired. Coating the egg with vase
line or butter will also keep it for a
short time, or any application which
effectively seals the pores of the shell
and excludes air will prolong the
freshness of eggs. If the egg is even
momentarily submerged in boiling
water the albumen thereby becomes
sufficiently coagulated to prevent the
entrance of air. In some of the rural
districts in England and Scotland eggs
for home consumption are smutted
over with a mixture of sulphur and
lampblack, a cheap and effective preservative. But the limewater mixture is best for general purposes.

O. L. Allen

g
SOCIETIES.
I
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D1NAN

23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
25 York Street, near residence of O.W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
35 Córner Mechanic and Parsons Street
36 Junction Storer and. Fletcher Streets
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
41 Corner Summer and Park Streets;
43 Boston and Maine Station.
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
47 Leather Board
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is á small
oox with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
number.

Mail Arrivals & Departures.
E. A Fairfield, Postmaster

Jeweler and Opician
253 Main St., Biddeford, Me.

ANTIQUES.
One of the largest private
collections in N. E., for sale
and at low prices. Come and
see me.

V. M. Newcomb
Somersworth, N. H.

MAILS CLOSE
For Eastern points
Western points
Eastern and Western points
Kennebunkport
Portland and East of P
Western points
Eastern
Western
Eastern and Westera
Kennebunkport
Sanford

6.45 A. M.
,7.30
8.55
1Q.40
12.30 P M.
3 30
3.55
6.35
635
7.00

MAILS OPEN
Fromjthe West
7.30 A.M.
Sanford
7 40
8.30
East and West
9.30
West
East
9.55
Kennebunkport
9.5
West
10.59
11.45
West
1.35 P. M
East
4.20
West
East
4.45
4.45
Kennebunkport
Sanford
6 20
East and,West
7-30
C ttie Ecti 7.15 a;m. to 8.00p. in

llllllllhllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
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By S. S. TITSWORTH.
He had been pushing through the
tender green underbrush of the forest
afor some time, following the curves of
the saucy little brook, when suddenly
he rounded a great oak and saw her
sitting on the opposite side of the tiny
stream, her hands clasped on her
knees and her feet drawn up under
her sober brown skirt.
“I beg your pardon.” he said, pulling
off his bat. “I hope I. am not tres
passing.”
“Oh, everybody trespasses here!” she
returned. “These are the palace
woods.”
“Is the palace very distant from
here?” he inquired.
“No,” returned the girl; “quite near,
but they never come out here.”
“They?” And the man raised his
eyebrows inquiringly.
“The court,” said the girl, “the—the
princess and her ladies and gentle
men.”
“I can understand the ladies not
coming perhaps, but the men”— He
broke off with a shake of his head and
a meaning glance.
The girl smiled. “Do I look as if I
came from the court?”
“Your gown doesn’t,” responded the
man, but he wasn’t looking at it as he
spoke.
“It is a borrowed one, ” confessed
the girl, with a laugh, “You have
keen eyes and apparently know something about courts.”
“Yes,” he admitted. “I am
i
a friend
and gentleman in waiting of the
Prince of Lubeck-Malvoisie. He is on
his way to your court.”
“The princess is expecting him,” she
said. He leaned toward her.
“Tell me,” he asked, “is the princess
really—really—you know-alluring?”
The corners of her month twitched.
“Would you have me commit high
treason?” she asked in return. He
sighed.
“I never could get up much enthusiasm over her myself,” ‘ concluded the
girl; “only you mustr never, never say
I said so!”
“Oh, never!” he repeated impressive
ly. “And if I should be tempted to,
you know, I don’t really see how I
could, for I don’t yet know your
name.”
“That makes it very safe,” said the
girl, with a satisfied air. “And when
do you think the prince will come?”
“He comes tomorrow probably,” he
returned. “He is making an easy jour
ney of it.”
“Possibly he isn’t very enthusiastic
about. the princess either,” said the
girl. »
“It’s a matter of state, you know,”
explained the man. “But you mustn’t
betray me, you know, if I keep your
'Confidence.”
“I see,” said the girl. “How dread
ful to be a prince and have to consider
the state before one’s own prefer
ences!”
“Yes,” said the man. “A private
gentleman”—
“Like yourself?” interrupted the girl.
“Exactly,” he answered—“has so
many privileges. For instance, he may
steal off and perchance have a sample
of paradise in the woods.”
“So might a prince,” objected the
girl, meeting his eyes.
“A prince!” said the man impatient
ly. “To a prince it remains a sample.
He must go on and find the princess,
you know. But the private gentleman
steps across the brook, so, and hopes
that paradise may last a lifetime.”
The girl drew away, with a little laugh
as he sat down beside her on the moss,
and pulled her skirt still farther over
her feet.
“Paradise will last just as long for
the ' private gentleman as for the
prince this time,” she said. “It is
nearly over. I must get back to the
palace. I shall be missed.”
“Well,” he said, laughing openly into
her pretty face, “why don’t you go?”
“You know perfectly well,” said the
girl indignantly, and then she, too,
laughed.
“Please go away,” she said.
“But I thought you were going
away,” he returned.
“Not till you are quite gone,” she
affirmed.
“That will be some time hence,” he
announced. She rested her chin on
her hands and looked off across the
brook in silence. “I will go on one
condition,” he said at last.
“Name it,” said the .girl.
“A kiss,” said the man, with a quick
passion, and as she flushed he put his
arm about her and laid his cheek
against hers for an instant. The girl
was passive. As he turned his face
and kissed her lips she put him away
gently, but firmly.
“That,” she said as he stood beside
her, “was done like a prince and not
like a private gentleman.”
He looked down at her with a sud
den gravity. “Like the’prince, I must
be shut out of paradise,” he said.
“But at least I have had paradise for
a moment.” And he crossed the brook
and disappeared. The girl crept over
to where her stockings and buckled
«hoes lay at the foot of a big tree,
plain in sight, and put them on.
It was the next afternoon, and he
was wandering listlessly about one of
the magnificent dreary audience rooms
of the palace, undecided whether to be
indignant or- amused at the unusual
delay in his reception, for he had been
waiting fifteen minutes. Suddenly
through one of the great doors at the

end of the room came the court lady,
today she was in riding dress. She
stopped at sight of him.
“You!” she said, “And alone?”
“Not now, ’ he returned, coming toward her. “In paradise, you know,
one has the best of company.” Then
he stopped, for she was courtesying
low before him, with demure eyes.
“I beg your pardon,” he said blankly.
“It is for me to beg your highness’
pardon,” she said, “for yesterday.”
“How did you know?” he demanded.
“I didn’t know at first,” she evaded,
pulling off one gauntlet. He caught
the hand thus bared.
“Has your highness seen the prin
cess?” she asked. He let her hand go,
“I ¡was told that the princess had not
yet come in,” he returned stiffly. He
was very grave, but he took her hand
again and. lifted it to his lips. “I like
yofb better as a private gentleman,”
she added mischievously, Then as he
bent toward her lips she evaded him,
courtesying low again.
“Don’t,” he said sharply—“don’t bow
to me. Why should you deny the kiss
to thè prince that you granted to the
gentleman?”
“Your highness knows that,” she an
swered simply. “We were mad yes. terday.”
“Then lam mad today,” he returned.
“I feel that it is chronic. Let me be a
private gentleman for awhile.” She
shook her head.
“No,” she said, “not so soon.- I like
to feel that I am talking to a prince.
Usually they talk to the princess, you
see. This is my hour of triumph, your
highness. Perhaps when the princess
has transferred her court to LubeckMalvoisie—perhaps ^ome day— Are
there woods near your place, your
highness? For you might be wander
ing in them. Once a year now—I can
imagine that once a year it might be
interesting to play at being merely a
gentleman.”
“Wait,” he said, “If the princess
honors my suit”— But she interrupted him.
“Do not be afraid,” she said. “There
are reasons of state, you know.”
“Then,” he went on, regardless of
her raillery, “you need not come with
her to Lubeck-Malvoisie.”
“Your highness does not want me?”
the girl said, with a sudden catch in
her breath.
“Want you!” he repeated, with a
groan. “Listen!” He drew her to the
window and stood before her. “One
advantage a private gentleman has
over his, prince is that his love and his
honor may go hand in hand. Mine'
may not. My honor is the princess’—
my love she cannot have, for it is
yours. But my honor, that goes with
my hand to the princess. If I were
merely a prince I should carry you off
with me today. I would make you
confess to the paradise you smile at.
But I am not merely a prince or a gen
tleman—I am both—and so you must
not come to Lubeck.”
She had listened with lowered eyes
and her under lip caùght between her
teeth.
“Kiss me goodby,” he said hoarsely,
“and go. I kissed you yesterday once.
I don’t even knew your name, but I
want you to kiss me once again and
then .go—for heaven’s sake, go!” She
raised her lips to his, and for a mo
ment he held her in his arms, llis
cheek against hers. Then he put her
away from him, and his glance travel
ed slowly -and hungrily over her.
He stepped back with a sudden ex
clamation, for the handle of her crop
was a heavy gold crown. On the back
of the gauntlet she still wore was em
broidered a crown, and there were
crowns on the gold buttons that fastened the straps of her habit.
“If it please your highness”— She
began courtesying before him. He
caught her hands and drew her up
and toward him.
“How could you?” he said. “Oh,
my love, my Tove!”
“And I may come to Lubeck?” she
teased him, letting herself be drawn
slowly into his arms. “Is this the
princess’ hour?”
“No,” he triumphed over her, his lips
against bier ear. “This is the prince’s
hour! And it is going to last a life
time!”
Model Soldiers.

During the period of the second em
pire in France the Cent Gardes were
one of its sights at the Tuileries. It
was hard to distinguish them from
statues. Their commander, Colonel
Verly, once declared to the Empress
Eugenie that “nothing” could make
one of his men move when on duty.
The empress laid a wager that she
would make one of the giants stir. So,
with her characteristic impetuosity,
she went up to one of the guards and
boxed his ears. Not a muscle moved.
The empress then acknowledged that
Colonel Verly had won the bet and
sent a solatium to the soldier, who,
however, proudly refused it, saying
that he had been sufficiently compen
sated- by the honor of having had his
sovereign lady’s hand laid on his
cheek.
The Divided Uncle.

The group of little girls was stand
ing on the sidewalk when a man
passed who was generally disliked by
the children of‘'the neighborhood on
account of his austere manner and the
fact that he always ignored them.
When he was out of hearing various
uncomplimentary remarks were made
and there was some derisive laughter.
No one happened to notice that little
Agnes was present. Suddenly she was
heard from.
“You can just stop talking about
that gentleman,” she remarked with
some heat. “He’s as good as you are.
He’s my half uncle.”
“Oh, we forgot,” said Ruth hastily.
“Besides, we were talking about the
other half anyhow. Of course your hall
is all right.”—Woman’s Home Com
panion.
.
.

PROBLEMATIC,

STABLING CATTLE,

When the girl of today dons her bathing What to Feed Cows Kept Indoors All
array,.
the Time.
Do you for a moment suppose
The hipless idea will prevail even here,
I am going to keep my cow in the staWith a skimpy skirt down to the toes?
ble all the time this year. How shall 1
feed hereto et the best results? What is
Will the blouse be cut short in dlrectoire the best feed to keep her healthy and
style.
give lots of milk? Does she need exerWith a waist line as high as you please, cise?
Or will it be lengthened and modishly
Replying to the above in the Nation
made,
al Stockman md Farmer, L. W. Ligiity,
With a cute little frill at the knees?

WILLING WORKERS,
Civic Improvements Generally Carried
Forward by a Few.
' In every community will be found a

few willing workers upon whom the
burden of carrying forward civic im
provements usually falls. Whenever
one sees a town, community or district
more than ordinarily attractive he
may be sure that it has cost much
time
and labor and perhaps expense
the
well
known
dairy
authority
of
Will the sleeves be tucked down to the
on the part of a few- It is even so
Pennsylvania, says:
finger tips,
Many successful dairymen keep their taking cities as a whole. A few indi
The collar boned up to the ears,
And will a peach basket or beehive re- cattle in the stable practically all the viduals are responsible for all the im
place
time. The stable must be kept clean proved conditions in the slums or the
The kerchief and cap of past years?
and comfortable and the animals made more humble parts, and in many cases
Oh, banish the fancy and banish the fear comfortable by close and careful atten these bettered conditions represent life
That a new Aphrodite may rise,
Sans curves and sans dimples, straight tion. Your cow must have pure food, blood, for there are those whose stay
‘pure water and pure air in plenteous ing qualities keep them in the harness
fronted, severe,
With the look of the sphinx in her eyes4 supply, and she will get the exercise until the end.
Wherever public improvements are
When the girl of today dons a bathing she needs attending to her business.
I note some city officials claim that in evidence, aside from those usually
suit gay
’
Perchance we shall finally see
a cow’s milk is not good for food un carried out by municipal governments,
If she’s really the strange work of art less she can have a prescribed course it is certain there is a live organization
she now seems
of exercise, and they will shortly rec devoted to the prosecution of such
Or what nature ordained her to be.
ommend farmers building gymnasiums work. These organizations are usually
—Ella Randall Pearce in Puck.
for their cows, but it is my private managed by a few who “have time”
opinion that some cows have more for such work. I ma board of directors
But Funeral Preferred.
sense of their needs than some health or official corps advice and consulta
officials, Doubtless cows enjoy the tion are of.secondary importance. What
freedom of the shady lot during the is needed most is some one who has
summer, but this is not absolutely nec- time to serve on committees to meet
essary. I know what I am talking city councils, boards of public works
about in this last sentence from expe- and the several commissions which
are a part of every city government.
Ejence.
Feed plenty of early cut sweetly In addition there are transportation
cured clover hay. For grain nothing and power companies and a host of
is quite equal to good ebrn and oats other boàles, companies and persons
chopped, and to this add one part of who must be approached in person
good wheat bran to two parts of chop. before satisfaction is obtained.
A man on a salary or one tied down
Be a generous- feeder and .if you have
the cow a business man usually keeps to precise office hours cannot well
she will be a generous producer. Your serve on a directorate with profit to
cow will get very hungry for greens in the community. Too many in seeking
the spring, and you'should feed her cut such places fondly imagine that the
grass once a day during tlfc fore part people wish them only because of their
of the summer.
sage wisdom, though the latter is well
The rest of the year you should give nigh useless unless coupled with good
her daily a peck of sugar beets or man active committee work. Counsel in
gels. Do not forget a tablespoonful of the, monthly meetings will alone ac
pure salt per day.
complish nothing. The real work is
done at other times by the few willing
The Successful Comedian—Cheer up,
workers.
Horse Notes.
old man. We all have our trials.
A horse suffering from colic should
The Disappointed Tragedian—It’s a
comfortable reflection. I shall cer be kept quiet;
TREATING A BLANK WALL
A horse is more liable to scare with
tainly attend yours.
Novel Idea Provides Window Gardens
than without blinders.
For Huge Loft Building.
The age for working a colt varies
Neglectful.
Few, if any, owners or builders have
With mingled awe and astonishment with size, strength and maturity.
It is easier to keep a team in good .ever given a thought to go to the ex
we have been watching thë gentleman
pense of beautifying the side walls of
at the next table eating spaghetti. He condition than to make it so.
In training a colt do not make any the buildings they erect. The main or
has a way of catching it on his fork,
namentation is customarily left to the
winding it around and around and of its lessons too long and wearisome.
As a rule, a horse broad in the fore facades. It is perfectly natural that
tossing it in with a free arm move
the sides of a private residence be em
ment akin to that of za hired hand head will be intelligent and kind.
4 good growth the first year of the bellished whenever exposed to a view
pitching hay into a mow.
“Yes,” he says to his friend, who life of a colt costs less than at any that promises to be permanent, but to
apply art to a loft building is a little
has been watching him with as much other age.
One objection to working horses in beyond the expected and is most re
interest as we have, "I’m an expert
the rain is the increased liability of freshing. Such a thing is going to be
on spaghetti.”
sore shoulders.
done—in fact, is in process—and, more
“I believe it,” remarks his friend.
Scant rations of good food are much over, it will be applied on a huge scale
“You bet! Why, I know forty dif
better than lavish feeding of inferior to a business building that is being
ferent ways of cooking it.”
reared a little to the south of the new
“And do you know but the one way provender.
*No horse is of much account if he Pennsylvania terminal station in New
of eating it?” asks his friend.
For the moment we are inclined to has not a level head and a good, vig York city.
The architects who have the work in
send a good cigar to the friend.—Chi- orous constitution.
It is bettc« to feed judiciously than hand are providing a truly unique fea
cago Post.
plentifully. Many horses are fed into ture for the building, which is be
a poor condition.
A Clever Turn.
ing put up at 203 and 205 West
An eminent lawyer was once cross
The feet of a horse must be kept Twenty-fourth street and will extend
examining a very clever woman, moth clean-and in a healthy condition if he through to Twenty-fifth street. The
er of the plaintiff in a breach of prom is to do the best service.
building will have a wall facing Sev
ise action, and was completely worsted
enth avenue one block in length and
in the encounter of wits. At the close,
eleven stories in height.
Feeding Swine Alfalfa.
however, he turned to the jury and
It is this wall that forms the basis
One of the most extensive and suc
exclaimed: “You saw, gentlemen, that cessful swine raisers in Kansas tells of this story. The wall is to be treated
even I was but a child in her hands, the author this: “Twenty-five_years of in an artistic manner that, when com
What must my client have been?” By pasturing hogs of all ages on alfalfa pleted, will give a pleasing view to
this adroit stroke of advocacy he have proved conclusively to me that a pedestrians on Seventh avenue who
turned his failure into a success.—Lon fourth to a half grain ration while they chance to glance in its direction. In
don Mail.
are on pasture will produce greater stead of unsightly blank wall there are
growth per day than when in dry lots to be more than 100 windows, each of
So What’s the Use.
on full feeds of corn. Hogs will main- which-ds to be provided' with window
“Yes, I went fishing yesterday,” be- tain a reasonable growth but not fat boxes for flowers and potted plants.
gan the man who tries to be original. ten much on alfalfa pasture alone. I
This will not be the only distinguish
“Luck? Well, some? I caught two believe it profitable to feed them some ing feature of the structure, as, to
fish. One was three and a half inches grain while running on green alfalfa. gether with the present building oc
long and the other two inches.”
If it is desired id full feed hogs they cupied by the owner, it will comprise
But was he believed? Not much. will make a rapid fattening growth the largest of its type in New York
After he had passed on some one com from increasing the grain ration while city.
mented:
One can readily form an idea of its
on pasture, and with the full grain ra
“Bet he didn’t even getxa bite.”—Kan tion the meat will be nearly as firm size when its dimensions are taken
sas City Times.
as that of hogs kept in a dry lot where into account. It will have a frontage
grain alone has been fed. I find no of 171.10 feet on Twenty-fourth street,
A Good Provider.
distinction on the market between al 46.6 feet on Twenty-fifth street, and
“Have you ever noticed the kindly falfa fed swine and those purely grain eventually will be extended to cover
providence of nature?”
fed, and they sell price and price alike. an additional plot of 86 by_ 78.8 at
“What’s on your mind?”
The general health of the alfalfa fed 248 to 254 Seventh avenue, the pur
“I was thinking of the thoughtful hogs is equal to that of those main chase of which was announced a few
ness of covering the trees with foliage tained on any other feed, and they are days ago.
so the cunning little caterpillars would prolific.”—From Coburn’s “Swine Tn
Betterment.
have something to eat.”—Philadelphia America.”
The watchword of the age is betterment.
Ledger.
Through all the nations runs the high in
Regularity In Feeding Stock.
tent
Absentminded.
Punctuality in feeding operations To make tomorrow nobler than today.
“Wilkins is the most absentminded promotes the fattening process in The road of progress is a golden way
leads to happiness. Let us join
cuss I ever met.”
stock. Animals become accustomed That hands
“How so?”
to fixed hours for meals, and when And march to reach the future’s pleasant
“Why, the last time he got into the fed irregularly they become uneasy,
lands.
barber’s chair he pinned the news nervous and are inclined to lose con
and beautify; in brotherhood
paper around his neck and began to dition. An animal fed at regular in Improve
Unite to magnify the common good;
read the towel.”—New York Times.
tervals becomes accustomed to antici Have fairer homes in grounds more fair
ly.laid;
pate its rations at a fixed period, and Enlarge
our cities by enlarging trade,
The Only Escape.
if not fed at that time it becomes fret And organize to meet the civic call,
Golfer (to excited pedestrian, who ful and loses flesh. Regularity in feed Thus multiplying power to each and all.
has already been driven into by a ing cannot be ignored ' in fattening
do not live for self, but he who lends
couple coming in opposite directions)— stock for market. The alimentary sys We
Prosperity by serving public ends
Fore!
tem becomes educated to anticipate a Shall share the common gain, and this is
Excited Pedestrian—Orl right, guv- feed, and if the appointed time passes
best
’nor! You ain’t got a rabbit burrow it is a detriment to the finishing proc- To help ourselves by helping all the rest.
To live the life constructive we enhance
’andy, ’ave yer?—Punch.
ess.
Our fortunes in the general advance.
Have faith in better things, and faith
Assisting Him to First.
Value of Silage.
work
“The caterpillar is the slowest thing ■One of the advantages of silage over Will with
bring what it believes in. From the
on earth,” said the young man, poking dry forage is that it occupies less
murk
and weak negations we arise
at the tree trunk with his cane.
space. For instance, a ton of hay oc Of old
positive of good to realize,
“Oh, I don’t know,” said the young cupies on an average 400 cubic feet of The
Gain morJa of mental sunshine, rightful
lady in the hammock, who hadn’t as space. In that same space eight tons
wealth,
yet scored her first engagement for the of corn silage can be stored; A ton of Live fuller life, with added joy and
health.
summer.—Boston Globe.
hay contains a little less than 1,000
pounds of digestible dry matter, while And this we do together, each for all;
Tipsy Actions.
eight tons of silage contain over two Together we arise, together fall.
For we are social beings, linked in one;
“What makes the ships out there and one-half times as much.
We tread one- earth beneath a common
wabble about so?” asked the summer
sun,
visitor of the old salt.
And, whatsoever Mecca is in sight,
Time Wasted In Milking.
. “Well, you see, mum, they’ve bin
It requires about eight hours’ time For its achievement we must needs unite.
soakin’ at the harbor bar,” was the old to milk a cow twice a day for a month. Unite for cleanliness, unite for growth,
salt’s reply.-rJudge.
A herd of thirty cows can be tested Unite to banish faction, carping, sloth.
fairer landscapes, better roads and
for one month in less than four hours. Makefarms
;
A Natural Conclusion.
If one-third of the thirty are unprofit Make better towns and spread abroad
“Did that fat man fight when they able these ten will require eighty hours
their charms.
arrested him?”
through the million voices of the
per month of one man’s time to milk Seek press
“Well, naturally he made a stout re them. By testing the herd seventy-six
Publicity, the herald of success!
sistance.”—Baltimore American.
hours of time could be saved.
J. A. EDGERTON.

THEWOMANWHDSUED
By M. QUAD.

[Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary
Press.]
The Widow Colville of the village of

Quincy had ever been known as de
mure and bashful. She was so as a
wife, and she was so as a widow up
to a certain date. One day three years
after the loss of her husband she was
going to the postoffice when she came
across the village cooper and the vil
lage butcher engaged in a wrangle.
The wrangle became a fight as she ap
proached, and she was so frightened
that she had to lean up against the
fence and gasp for breath. The butch
er brought an action against the coop
er for assault and battery, and the
widow was summoned as a witness.
She took the oath and the stand, but
that was ajl. She was so affected that
she had to be removed from the court
room.
A few days later Mrs. Colville was
left a legacy of $5,000. Men, women
and children rejoiced over it and con
gratulated her, but not for long, how
ever. Within a month she developed
an idiosyncrasy that soon surprised the
whole county. She fell in love with the
law—she who had never been in a
court of justice but once and then to
be carried out in a fainting condition.
It was a thunderclap to the villa
gers to hear one day that she had
sued Elder Johnson for trespass. For
ten long years the elder had been in
the habit of cutting across a corner of
the Colville property on his way to and
from the sft>re. He was on good
terms with the widow, and she «had
not warned him. She had simply ap
plied for a summons and engaged a
lawyer. The elder called to see her,
summons in hand; but, while she was
demure, she was also obstinate. She
had long felt that sjhe did not have her
rights in law, and now she was bound
to get them.
As the elder had not been warned
personally and as there had been no
notice to the public the widow’s case
was quashed. She was not a bit disap
pointed or cast down. She simply
looked around for some one else to
sue. In a couple of weeks she brought
suit against a widower named Solomon Lee for breach, of ’ promise,_ Mr.
Lee lived at the other end of the village and was never in her house. On
a certain occasion a year before the
suit he was passing her place as she
was trying to drive a strange hog out
of the garden. The hog was an artful
dodger, and the widower volunteered
his services. He not only drove out
the hog, according to the widow’s tes
timony, but he patted her on the shoul
der and observed that a little woman
like her ought to have a husband like
him to keep the garden clear of hogs.
In a breach of promise case there
has got to be something more than a
hog incident to nail the lid down. The
widower denied the gentle words at
tributed to him, and no fond letters
or other thrilling incidents were
brought forward. The case was there
fore dismissed. The widow seemed to
revel in being called to the stand, and
she paid the costs, without losing her
smile, Two weeks later came the
turn of Deacon Tracy. He lived near
the widow and had known her since
her marriage. Wanting a hoe one day,
he called to borrow hers. She hap
pened to be out, and he took the hoe
along. He hadn’t returned it yet when
a summons was served on him for
trespass and unlawfully converting
property to his own use. He hastened
over to see the widow, but it was no
use. She said she had come to just
love the law and the suit must go on.
It did go on, and the widow was non
suited and had the costs to pay.
By this time the citizens of Quincy .
had begun to sit up and take notice.
There were laws, and there was a
widow. The query of whether she had
had enough of it was soon answered.
She hadn’t, Half a dozen women had
criticised her for bringing,the suits,
and so she brought half a dozen more.
The local justice of the peace refused
to issue the papers, but a justice over
at Perry’s Corners did. The six wom
en asked forgiveness, and their hus
bands tried to fix things, but it was no
go. The suits had to go on. They
caused the defendants considerable
trouble and anxiety, but when they
came to trial the verdict was in their
favor. They had criticised instead of
scandalized. The widow, however,
longed for more suits, and it wasn’t
long before fortune favored her.
She was buying some calico at the
store when a clerk who was known
for his humor expressed the hope that
she would not sue him for breach oi
promise, as he was already engaged to
three different widows and more com
ing. Next day she had him summon
ed for assault and battery. Under the
law one can “assault and batter” with
the tongue alone. Under the law un
due levity or humiliating any person
is a misdemeanor. The humorous
clerk was haled into court and fined
$5. The winning of that suit incited
the widow’s ambition. She sued the
parents of children that stole her ap
ples; she sued two farmers for throw
ing stones at her dogj she sued the
cooper because her vinegar barrel
leaked; she sued a woman for saying
that her bonnet was ten years old; she
sued the town for maintaining a mud
puddle in front of the postoffice. As a
matter of fact, she had twenty-one
suits on hand at once, and as they
came to trial she lost every one but
that against the humorous clerk. The
lawyers and the law got a good share
of her money, and after two years had
elapsed and there was no one else to
sue she sold out and moved into an
other country, where, as she expressed
it, things were lively and something
going on all the time. Quincy was a
pretty little town, but too sleepy.

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Fiske and Mr.
NEIGHBORING
and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock entertained at
River View Sunday, Mr. >apd Mrs. I. SI
and sonsi of North Kennebunk
TOWNS Ross
port, Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Davis-and
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daughter of Biddeford, Mr. Fred Small- ICopyright, 1909, by American Ppess Assoelation. J
Items of Interest Gathered by Our of Kennebunk and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
PATTERNS
A young gentleman in a neat travCurrier. There ]were in the company
eling suit alighted from a stagecoach
use
Several Correspondents
three Rural Mail Carriers, Mr. Davis,
in a frontier town. His baggage was
no
other
Mr. Small and D. W. Hadlock. The
handed down from the “boot,” and he
occasion was a very pleasant one.
entered the office and bar of the tav
Wells Branch
Wm, A. Emery qf Kennebunk Lower ern. Taking out his gold watch, he
Village haa put the telephone service glanced at the time, then went out
Mrs. W. T. Bryer -and children of into his store for the benefit of the on the porch and looked about as
Cliftondale, Mass,, are spending a two
though expecting some one. Not seepublic.
weeks vacation with,her grandmother,
Ing what he wanted, he returned to
Mrs. Laura Littlefield.
Robert A. Fiske ~hasz sold his horse the barroom, took a cigar out of a
case, lighted it, tilted a chair up
Roger Pope of Swampscott, Mass., is Baby Fearnaught, to Mayor White of against the wall and sat down and
Lawrence^
Mass.,
the
sum
paid
was
visiting his uncle, H. T. Wells.
smoked.
$305.00. Mr. Fiske took him by cars to
On one side of the bar stood the 1
Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Chick spent Lawrence Monday afternoon.
landlord, on the other a red faced,
Sunday with their son at Alewive.
stubble bearded man in a flannel shirt I
Mrs/Ivory Ross of North Kennebunk and a revolver slung to his hip. From
Mrs. C. F. Webber, Miss Flora Webber
and Mrs. E. E. Nason were recent guests port has been the guest of her brother, a back room came the occasional sound
Ernest Benson and wife for a few days- of “Keno!” indicating that a game was I
at Oak Grove Farm.
Her mother, Mrs. D. W. Hadlock will in progress.
Miss|susie Stevens who has been return with her for a short visit. 0
“Tenderfoot!” remarked the stubble
spending her vacation with relatives
bearded man.
I
A
noted
horse
man
from
Lawrence
“Reckon,” replied the landlord.
here returned to her home in Portland
“Wonder what he’s goin’ to do in
Monday. Mr.] Samuel Chick accom while looking at the shoes on the little
panied her for a shorty visit with rela Fiske horse remarked that it was the them fine clothes out yere?”
finest job he had seen for a good while.
At that moment a man who may be
tives in that city.
Pretty good for Ernest Benson who was similarly described as the one at the
Miss Flora Farnham of Saco is visit" the horse slider. There are others who bar, except for two revolvers Instead
146 Vlain Street, BicldLeforct
of one, each a foot long, staggered out
ing her brother Mark Farnham.
think so too. I
,
of the gambling room and was about
Miss Olive Littlefield and Mrs. W. T.
Walter Clough has gone to the Hos" to walk up to the bar for a drink
Bryer- were in Biddeford Tuesday to pital for appendicitis. We hope for when he caught sight of the strangerr
visit Miss Jennie Mildram at the Trull his complete recovery.
He stopped short and ran his eye from
the golf cap at the top of the picture I
Frank Washburn is very sick at this down Jo a pair of “toothpick” shoes
Miss Sadie Clark who has been at wilting. All are hoping for his recov at the foot. The stronger, apparently
Canobie Lake, Salem, N. H., for the ery.
all unconscious of the attention he ex- I
The Best Baker«
summer is at home for a short vacation.
cited, sat in bis chair, tilted up against
Work is progressing on the Hutchins the wall, his cigar standing straight
Mrs. Mark Farnham and daughter schoolhouse.]
■
out before him. The man from the I
--with Mrs. L. H. Nason spent a part of
gambling room seemed paralyzed-with I
Miss Elvira Harmon died last Satur indignation that any such specimen
last week in Hollis the guests of Mrs.
day at her home in West Kennebunk, of gentility should desecrate the spot I
Farnham’s sister, Miss Nason.
The couse of her death was a paralytic Raising one of his revolvers, he aimed
Mil
Ed. Nason of Concord, N. H., is visit
deliberately at the stranger’s cigar,
shock. Her ago was.aboht 70 years.
ing his brother! L. H. Nason.
aflred and knocked it into small frag’ Mr. and Mrs. Ray Littlefield of Spring The boat races at Picnic Rocks Satur ’ ments.
day was witnessed] and enjoyed by a
|-homehermj>|
The landlord dodged behind the bar,
field, MasS., are the guests of their
large
number
of
people
from
far
and
and
the
stubble
faced
man
now
ducked.
grandmother, Mrs. L. D. Littlefield.
The stranger took another cigar from
near. .
his case, put his hand in his trousers
The village school will begin Tuesday pocket, fumbled for something, took
Kennebunkport
September 7th.
out a silver match safe, lighted his
and proceeded to smoke as
Mrs. Etta Benson has purchased a fine cigar
though
nothing worthy of notice had
Mr, Frank Atkins, who is employed hew top buggy.
happened. The man with two revolv
by Mrs.] E. G. Buckland at the Clark
ers stood staring at him with a look
Mansion, was kicked in the leg on Tues
of blank astonishment. That a tender
day morning while about to give their
foot from the effete east should disre
HOW HE LOST/ OUT.
horse his breakfast. While no bones
gard his warning not to insult the
An excellent paint or wash for fruit
were broken, he was quite badly hurt; The Mistake of an Ex-Punster and His place with his effeminate presence,
DAIRY RECORDS.
Points For the Shepherd,
Rich Aunts.
tree trunks is made from the follow
cigar case and Havana cigars was too
Mr. A. G. Agnew is having a bath
See that the water supply is pure ing: One peck of stone lime slaked in
He was one of those comic papei much for his emotional nature. He
room Installed in his small cottage. A. funny chaps, not because he was losi raised his Weapon and fired a second How One Progressive Dairyman and clean.
a quantity of water, one quart of crude
Weighs and Tests the Milk.
Lambs gfcow faster if they can get carbolic acid, four pounds of -eulphur,
M, Wells is doing the work.
to all sense of shame, but because hi shot, removing the offensive cigar in
On our farm we weigh every cow’s plenty of water to. drink—a pöinter half a gallon of\pine-tar. The last
the same manner as the first.
Miss Gladys Craig of Lawrence,Mass., needed the money.
milk at each milking. The time re“No,” he said in reply to th?
The equanimity of the stranger re quired to do this and record it on one for the man who is in a hurry to get named ingredient should be added
is visiting Misses Lillian and Grace of an acquaintance, “1 never m:
while the limewater is hot, so that
mained still unruffled. He did not of the milk sheets does not average his lambs to market.
Eldridge.
See that the supply of sail; does not the tar will dissolve more readily. The
puns any more. The last
even glance at his instructor in west over one minute per cow each day.
get low.
whole should be ' stirred thoroughly
Mrs. Dorcas Phillips who broke her Iro^t me a cool $50,000.”
ern manners. For a third time he
We use a pair of good spring bal
Rains give sheep sniffles, diarrhea and enough water added to give the
“How was that?” queried the other drew forth his cigar case, selected an ances in weighing our milk, and they
arm and leg a few weeks ago, is doing
“Shortly after my marriage.". sr.k other cigar, replaced the case and put must be correct or they cannot stay in and consumption. Bring them to the mixture the right consistency fornicely. She is still at the home of Mr*
the ex-punster, “a couple of miy 4untr. the cigar between his lips. The land our barn. These balances ^vill weigh barn during a rainstorm and feed them spreading/
and Mrs. Wm. Wescott.
under cover.
who were very fat, not very fair anc lord and the stubble faced man looked
A large number of people attended considerable over forty, came to visit at him with an intensity of Interest up to thirty pounds and divide the
Keep their noses smeared with tar
The wholesome effect of an hour’s
or some disinfectant until the ravages work on lawn, garden or wood pile or
the races up river last Saturday p. m, us for a few days—so 1 learned after far greater than they had thus far pounds into tenths of pounds.
We have a case built for this milk of the gadfly are past.
It was a beautiful afternoon, and it was wardl Well, my wife met me at the shown, marked as that interest had sheet
in a brisk walk in the way of helping
with a door, so we can shutjt
Intelligent, careful breeding tells a fellow to “let down” from a (condi
a very pretty sight to watch the people door that evening upon my return been. They felt sure that if the young when we are done recording. This
home and put me wise to their pres- tenderfoot again disregarded the kind keeps* the record clean. This case more rapidly upon sheep than upon tion of nervous tension and IrritaMMty
going to and from thie races.
induced by confining office work, to
so I hiked for the parlor and, ly warning given him as to what the hangs on the wall right close to the any other domestic animals.
Mr. C. Byron Perkins returned to ence,
bacco smoke and bad air can hardly
making a bow that would have turned wild west would accept he wquld pay scales, so as to be handy.
Brooklyn on Monday after a two weeks S Chesterfield pea green with envy, 1 for his obstinacy with his life. The
Harness For Horses.
be measured. Failure to take advan
We
used
to
use
a
slate
and
take
the
A good horse collar is the chief part tage of this simple restorative has
visit with his mother. Mrs. Perkins, announced that it afforded me great man who had done the firing after
with the two children, will remain for pleasure to make my obeisance to my> each shot replaced his revolver at his record off into a book every fifteen of the harness, and it should be of the shortened life, bred unhappiness and
This, however, made a lot of' very best kind and fit the animal’s furnished more grist for divorce mills
a short while visiting her sister, Mrs, obese aunts. That settled it. They hip, having no idea that this girl man, days.
hard work every two weeks, and we neck perfectly. It should be kept clean than almost any influence that can be
were
passengers
on
the
first
homeward
Frank M. Emery.
as he considered the stranger, was like the sheet much better. -I had this
at all times and the horse’s shoulders mentioned.
armed.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells started on Thurs bound train.”
sheet made to order, and it gives each well washed »and brushed each day.
“And the $50,000?” queried the one
legs,
The
stranger
stretched
out
his
day’s milk for; the entire herd and
day of last week for Tamworth, N. H.. man audience.
let his chair down square on the floor then each cow’s milk each day and Much dirt and dust arise in the fields ' The brown tailed moth is an insect
where they will spend a two weeks
and on the roads at this season, and pest that has worked havoc to vegeta
“That’s where the briny flow is turn and thrust his hand in his trousers I total
for the month, with average test these are caught and held on the moist tion in the limited areas in which it
vacation. —
ed on,” rejoined the humorous party. pocket as he had done before for his for the month.
and sweaty shoulders, there to form has appeared and gives promise of
Mr. and Mrs. Seavey are rejoicing over “A year later they got mixed up in an match safe. The landlord and the
do not seem to have- any trouble hard lumps and ridges. Every time being a national horticultural curse
the birth of a daughter born Sunday, earthquake, and when their wills were stubble faced man changed position so inWe
¡getting the men to weigh and record
read it w’as found that l,x their only as to be farther from the line of fire the milk. They seem to be as willing the collar is put on the horse it should unless the most stringent measures
August 22nd.
be examined for these lumps and are taken to keep it in check. Once it
living relative, had been disinherited,
Clifton Leach, who has been visiting and the $50,000 went to endow a home of the man who was giving instruc to do that part of the work as any ridges. If any are found they should appears in a locality it strips orchard,
tion in western manners. The pupil
be carefully brushed and rubbed away. shade and forest trees of every ves
Arthur Eldridge for two weeks returned for friendless cats.”—Chicago News.' drew his hand from his pocket, in of it.
We test part of the milk every week After each day’s work bathe and clean tige of foliage. To handle the problem
to Bridgton last Saturday.
closing as it was supposed his match or every two weeks in the year. I the
shoulders with a mixture of warm as it should be met not only should
The Same, but Different.
safe, but no one saw what it was, for
The Arundel Grange will meet at the
not estimate the value it is to water, salt and soda.
most stringent laws be passed, but
Most lawyers take a keen delight there was no time. In a fraction of a could
the man in the dairy business to weigh
Farmers Club Hall Friday evening, trying to confuse medical experts in
there should be the fullest co-operation
second
a
“
bulldog
”
45
caliber
revolver
and test every individual cow. It
August 27. This will be the regular the witness box’ in murder trials, and
A Three Horse Evener.
possible between federal and state au
barked, and the professor of western surely is worth many times what it
The three horse evener shown in the thorities.
meeting and it is hoped a large number often they get paid back in their own manners fell dead.
costs,
and
I
think
there
is
no
other
will attend.
coin. A case is recalled where the law 'The surprise of the lookers-on was work that we can do on the farm that illustration is owned by a New York
farmer, who says of it: “A is crossbar
yer, after exercising all his tangling
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Walker are hav tactics without effect, looked quizzical not that somebody had got killed, but | will pay so well, provided we are stu four feet long, with clevis in center, How to Use Crude Oil on the Scalp.
The use of coal oil on the scalp is
that it had been the wrong man. They
ing an outing at Alton Bay.
ly at the doctor who was testifying looked at the victim, then at the dents and will profit by what this and BB the eveners three feet long, quite common, but not every one who
work
will
bring
out
in
the
way
of
re

long
end
twenty-four
inches,
short
end
Miss Webster from Haverhill, Mass., and said:
knows the value of petroleum realizes
stranger, then at each other. Then turns from the feed and the results
“You will admit that doctors some-x -the stubble faced man said:
that crude oil is even better. The
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Byron Hall.
from
certain
lines
of
breeding.
times make mistakes, won’t you?”
former, being not so heavy as the crude
“Would y’ mind, Mr. Tenderfoot,
Farmers
who
are
trying
to
be
pro

Born August 19, a son to Mr. and
“Oh, yes, the same as lawyers,” was showin’ me that weepon?”
product, works farther into the scalp
gressive
are
following
along
the
latest
Mrs. A. H. J. Clough.
the cool reply.
The tenderfoot displayed a short, methods, and it does not matter wheth
and may affect the color glands.
L
11^
J
“And doctors’ mistakes are buried
In using either the crude oil or pe
Mrs. Julian Talbot and family, who six feet under ground,” was the law ugly looking pistol.
er they learn a good thing from books
A THBEE HOUSE BITCH.
“Who mought y’ be, stronger?” ask or from experience; so long as they
troleum it is much better to have some
have been to Europe since last Novem yer’s triumphant reply.
twelve inches. To give center horse one else apply it. It is almost'impos
ed the landlord, eying tlie owner of , learn it they use it.—R. B. Rushing.
ber are expected here in about two
“Yes,” he replied, “and lawyers’ mis the gun curiously.
the advantage cut clevis eleven inches sible to put it on so it does not get on
weeks and will remain here for two or takes often swing in the air.”—Phila
instead of twelve inches. CCO are the long hair, giving it a sticky, ugly
“I’m Brisbaln, owner of Brisbain’s
three months.
delphia Ledger.
common short whiffletrees. We find look.
ranch. I’ve been down east on a visit
that three horses work best by put Crude oil should be applied at least
to my folks. Just got back. Expect
The wedding of Miss Pauline Luques
Even in the dairy business misery ting the slowest walking horse in the a day before the hair is to be sham
A Severe Ordeal.
to find my man here about now with
and Mr. Robert Campbell both of Pas
loves company, this truth probably ac center, so that in turning around the pooed. Instruct whoever makes the
“So you want a position as a ticket a horse. Seen anything of him?”
saic, N. J. occured Tuesday of last week salesman during this busy season?”
At that moment a mounted man and counting for the fact that poor cows other horses will walk round him.”
application to get the oil on the scalp
at the Luques residence on Main said the railway man.
a led horse darkened the door of the and poor and improvident dairymen
only, working it in well with the tips
street of this village the home of Mr.
“Yes/’ answered the young man.
cabin. Mr. Brisbain returned the salute are so often to be found on the same
Notes on S^vine.
of the fingers. If this is done the hair
and Mrs. Burns who are grand parents
“What qualifications do you think of his man, mounted the led horse, and premises.
Fifty hogs in a bunch will thrive bet is much improved; otherwise it is a
of the bride. Rev. John Bicknell was yoq possess?”
both rode away, leaving the instructor
ter than a larger number.
dust collector and does more harm
Peas, beans oir any other legume
“I’m sure I could be patient, helpful in western manners lying on the floor
the officiating clergyman.
Pasture and pure water are the per than good.
and obliging.”
to be attended to by the landlord and plowed under not only contribute a fection of pig feed for summer.
Be sure after applying crude oil that
considerable supply of available nitro Similarity of breeding stock produces the
“Young man, it’s plain you have had the stubble faced man.
shampooer uses hot enough water
gen
to
the
soil,
but
add
a
supply
of
Saco Road
no experience with a crowd of impa
“Reckon,” said the latter, scratching
offspring of much greater value.
to remove it. If it appears to stick,
humus
in
the
shape
of
decayed
veg
tient excursionists. I’d like to give his head, “y’ can’t most always tell
The digestive powers of the hogs are rub a little pur,e white soap over the
you work, but it would be a shame to by a man’s clothes how safe it Is to etable matter.
the feeder’s foundation of success.
head to assist the removal of the
Monday was another hot day.
spoil a good disposition.”—Washington fool with him.”
Cast iron troughs are the most sani
The
poorer
stick
of
a
tenant
a
fellow
Many summer sojourners are leaving Star.
“Specially if y’ don’t know the kind is the oftener he has to move, and the tary, although plank will do if kept Mike also has his inherited and ac
quired share.
of gun he carries. Them ‘bulldogs’ is poorer
and some arriving daily. This has
the landlord is the oftener clean.
Caught on the Rebound.
turrable dangerous at short range. he willstick
Excessive
flesh
produces
a
crowding
been a very successful year at the sea
want to move. These two
“There is a ring around the moon to D’y’ know who the feller is?”
Natives of Germany are often heard
shore.
sticks are often found near together of the internal organs that is detrimen to speak of the Large numbers of fruit
night,” remarked the young man in the
“Brisbain he said his name was.”
tal to fecundity.
and
are
responsible
for
a
heap
of
Mrs. Emma Goodwin was thrown porch rocker. “Do yoju know what that
“And do y’ know who Brisbain is?”
The perfect mother bunches her trees which grow along the roadsides
mighty slovenly farnjing.
from a carriage last week ; the horse be means?”
“No.”
brood in some corner and settles down and furnish large quantities of fruit
“No,” replied the fair occupant of
came frightened of an auto, or of
“He’s a chap as come out yere a mat
R few feet from them.—William H. Un- for nearby residents, the boys and girls
Any man who is.able to walk for a flerwood.
especially appreciating the advantage.
another horse that was afraid, the horse the hammock, “but I. know what a ter o’ five, year ago from Chicago to
It seems a pity that this idea couldn’t
coming on to them and forgetting their ring around a girl’s third finger start a ranch—black sheep or sumpin living, as the Weary Willies do, can
The dairy herd will do better at the be adopted in America and some of the
of a rich family. Served an enlist usually muster enough energy to do a
horse, the result was a tip over. Mrs. means.”
little work for the meal he calls for
And as there was only one way out
when pasture is short and flies are soil fertility that is being exhausted
Goodwin was not seriously injured. of it the y. m. went out that way ment. He shoots to kill. Come, help at the back door. If he isn’t willing pail
bad if they are stabled during the heat to produce roadside weeds devoted to
me
out
with
this.
”
The wonder is that there are not more —and bought the ring.—St. Louis Re
to do this, introduce him to the dog of the day and given a ration of green growing fruit instead.
And they removed the corpse.
accidents on our streets.
and show him the highway.
public.
corn or hay.

This week we have placed on sale one bale of Brown
Cotton Twill at less than cost at the mill. Pieces run
1-12 yards to 20 yards. You may never see the equal
again. Remember the width, 43 inghes. Note the
price, 5 l-2c a yard.

EVFRETT fl. STAPLES
Every Housewife ought
to know just what a
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Herald Range
will do. We’ll be glad to show
you if you’ll come in our store.

A. M. WELLS Kennebunkport, Me

